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We know that TIME is 
PRECIOUS and 

REPUTATION is PRICELESS.
So, we deliver your furniture 

when you ask us.

“ “
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Creating Inspiring LEARNING Environments

Spaceforme works with over 400 dealers both nationally and internationally

Improving children’s learning environments through design and innovation

The industry is choosing Spaceforme not just because of our great school furniture but also the 
outstanding customer service that is integral to the business. This passion for outstanding service, is 
what gives so much more value to our customers and distributors.

EN1729 Sizing Chart
The guides below show the measurements of each size and the age they are suitable for.
This information is for guidance only. It is based on average pupil size across the EU.
Customers must ensure sizes are correct.

Table/chair sizes may vary slightly from the sizes shown. The standard allows heights to be within a 10mm tolerance.

Shell colours

Velvet PurplePU

WhiteWHBlackBK

Night GreyNI

GreyGY

Mandarin OrangeOR

Lime GreenGR

Apple OrchardAP

Sky BlueSK

FuchsiaFU

Bottle GreenBG

Cherry RedRE

Banana YellowYE

LilacLI

Royal BlueBL

OatmealOA

BeechBE

AcaciaAC

BurgundyBG

4-6 years
Chair: 310mm
Table: 530mm

6-8 years
Chair: 350mm
Table: 590mm

8-11 years
Chair: 380mm
Table: 640mm

11-14 years
Chair: 430mm
Table: 710mm

14+years
Chair: 460mm
Table: 760mm

3-4 years
Chair: 260mm
Table: 460mm

WhiteWH

GreyGY

Wood colours Frame colours

AnthraciteAN

GreyGY

 Size

 User Height cm

 User Age 3-4

95-115

4-6

110-120

6-8

120-140

8-11

130-160

11-14

145-175

14+

160-190

1 2 3 4 5 6

 Key Stage

 School Primary

Foundation KS 1 KS 2 KS 3 KS 4 Post 16

SecondaryNursery
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With its streamline ergonomic design, light weight 
polypropylene shell, space saving stack-ability and the 
one-piece chair is the choice for schools and public 
facilities. 

The en one passes the standard BSEN16139:2013 Level 
2 for severe contract use, which demonstrates the chairs 
strength and durability. The chair of course meets both 
parts of the European standard BSEN1729 for strength 
and ergonomics. The en-one comes in 11 brilliant colours, 
custom colours can be supplied subject to minimum order 
quantities.

100%

150kgCompliant

We care for the environment and are always innovating to try and help reduce 
our impact on the world. Manufactured in the UK out of polypropylene, it is 
100% recyclable at end of life.

Tested to and supports 150kg weight safelyEN1729 and BS16139 level 2

KG

KG

KG

Features:
 - 21 year warranty
 - Easy to clean and no parts to maintain
 - Optional linking device to aid compliance with H&S
 -  Exceptional ergonomics to provide an ideal sitting  
  position
 - Uses less materials than any other chair in its class
 - Fully recyclable
 - Reinforced polypropylene - greater strength and  
  durability
 - Easy to move due to its lightweight material
 - Chair stacks easily and safely up to 21 high (2 metre  
  height)
 - BS EN16139:2013 level 2 for severe contract use
 - EN1729  compliant parts 1 and 2
 - Weight limit 150kg (330lbs)

GR

BL

CUSTOM

NI RE OR YE BG

PU SK WHWH

BK
*

* Only available in size 6

en one - one piece plastic
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The child friendly design offers fantastic ergonomics, providing all day comfort and 
flexibility. A waterfall front helps to improve circulation whilst sitting and the angled rear 
legs discourage tilting.

Stacks 21 high safely and securely. No leaning so you can be assured they stay straight 
and tall. We even have a handy trolley to help you manoeuvre your en one chairs (suitable 
for size 3/4/5&6 chairs). 

Need to connect the chairs together? No problem, we have a clever linking device for 
that. Secure clip that keep chairs safely connected.

en one dimensions

Code Seat Height Seat Width Seat Depth Overall Height Overall Width Overall Depth Weight Weight Limit

en-one1 260mm 285mm 230mm 500mm 400mm 310mm 1.6kg 150kg
en-one2 310mm 285mm 230mm 550mm 400mm 335mm 1.7kg 150kg
en-one3 350mm 335mm 300mm 630mm 460mm 405mm 2.4kg 150kg
en-one4 380mm 335mm 300mm 660mm 460mm 410mm 2.5kg 150kg
en-one5 430mm 365mm 378mm 770mm 500mm 510mm 3.3kg 150kg
en-one6 460mm 365mm 378mm 800mm 500mm 515mm 3.5kg 150kg
cf4038 (trolley)   1165mm 490mm 1100mm 17kg 300kg

Tested to and supports 150kg weight safely

11 Colours

All you need in one chair.

Brighten up your classroom environment.
Create that smile on children’s faces.
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en core can be stacked for storage, is easily transportable, 
durable, lightweight and 100% recyclable. The en 
core table can be used in multiple environments from 
classrooms to cafeterias and even exam halls. 

Available in 6 heights to accompany the innovative en one 
piece plastic chair. The table can offer you the flexibility 
for adaptable settings with the use of the en core 
connected. 

Features:
 - Stacks 15 high within a 2 metre space
 - 6kg weight makes them easy to move
 - Tested to over 100 kg weight
 - en groove colour inserts
 - Connector available to link tables together
 - Easy to store or move on our table trolley
 - Simple to clean making them Hygienic
 - Made from 100% recyclable material
 - Offered in sizes 1 to 6
 - Available in 4 standard colour options of Royal Blue,  
  Night Grey, Lime Green and Sky Blue
 - We can produce bespoke colours to match your  
  colour scheme - subject to MOQ
 - Need to connect the tables together? No   
  problem, we have the clever en connected for that
 - We even have a handy trolley to help you   
  manoeuvre your en core tables
 - Pen tray inserts (optional)
 - UV protection (optional)
 - Anti-Microbial additive (optional)
 - Tray storage (optional)

100%

100kg

Compliant

We care for the environment and are always innovating 
to try and help reduce our impact on the world. 
Manufactured in the UK out of polypropylene, it is 100% 
recyclable at end of life.

Tested to and supports 100kg weight safely

EN1729 parts 1 & 2

KG

KG

KG

en core
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en core dimensions

en core table colours en core groove colours en core connected colours

code description overall height overall width width depth weight leg gap

EN-CT1 Table size 1 460mm 768mm 600mm 600mm 5.4kg 626mm
EN-CT2 Table size 2 530mm 772mm 600mm 600mm 5.6kg 626mm
EN-CT3 Table size 3 590mm 776mm 600mm 600mm 5.8kg 626mm
EN-CT4 Table size 4 640mm 778mm 600mm 600mm 6.0kg 626mm
EN-CT5 Table size 5 710mm 782mm 600mm 600mm 6.2kg 626mm
EN-CT6 Table size 6 760mm 786mm 600mm 600mm 6.4kg 626mm
EN-CTPG groove 37mm 32mm - 203mm 0.02kg -
EN-CTCON connected 48mm 218mm - 598mm 1kg -
EN-CTDOL  en core table dolly, for storage and transport
EN-CTTR  en core tray runners

agile connected

Enabling schools to easily 
move, store and adopt 
varying classroom layouts.

Linking socket holds 
tables together securely. 
Easily removed. 

KG KG stackingspace

The en core stacks 
safely allowing them to 
be easily manoeuvred.

Recessed pen grooves on 
the top of the legs helps to 
maximise your work area.

KG

One-piece plastic chairs changed the
modern classroom - we believe the one-piece 
plastic table will be the next advancement in 

school classroom design

“ “
GR

BL

CUS-
TOM

NI RE OR YE

PU SK WHWH

BKGRBL

CUSTOM

NI SK GRBL

CUSTOM

NI SKBK

BG
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Features:
 - 15 year warranty
 - Angled rear legs to discourage user tilting  
 - Stacks 6 High
 -  EN1729  compliant parts 1 and 2
 - Weight limit 125kg (275lbs)
 - Contoured outer ribbing for strength
 - Tamper proof fixings
 - Provides an ideal seating position

The classic chair, manufactured by Spaceforme, offers 
the perfect solution for providing pupils with high 
performance chairs, which improve posture and comfort. 

Investing in en seating is an investment for the future, as 
the effects of well-designed educational environments 
on learning are widely acknowledged. The clean lines and 
ergonomic benefits of the en series classic chair can play 
an important role in creating environments of which all 
stake holders can be proud. 

The en series is the perfect solution for all classroom, 
school and educational seating environments; as well as 
for use in leisure and other public facilities.

The classic shell is manufactured in the UK out of 100% 
polypropylene. The frame is made from high quality 
powder coated steel. At the end of the product life, the 
parts can be separated and fully recycled.

*Colours only available in size 5 & 6

GR BL

CUSTOM

NI

RE OR YEPU SKWHWH

BK BG GY LI AP FU OA
* * *

100%

125kg

Compliant

Tested to and supports 125kg weight safely

EN1729 parts 1 & 2

KG

KG

KG

en classic
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en classic dimensions

code seat height seat width seat depth overall height overall width overall depth weight weight limit

en101 260mm 310mm 250mm 550mm 360mm 360mm 2.6kg 125kg
en102 310mm 310mm 250mm 590mm 370mm 380mm 2.6kg 125kg
en103 350mm 370mm 300mm 670mm 410mm 470mm 3.5kg 125kg
en104 380mm 370mm 300mm 700mm 410mm 480mm 3.5kg 125kg
en105 430mm 405mm 380mm 800mm 460mm 550mm 4.3kg 125kg
en106 460mm 405mm 380mm 830mm 460mm 560mm 4.3kg 125kg

16 Colours

The en classic shell is available in different sizes with a 
large choice of colours to compliment any environment.
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Features:
 - 15 year warranty \ 5 year on IT chair
 -  EN1729  compliant parts 1 and 2
 - Contoured outer ribbing for additional   
  strength 
 - Tamper proof fixings secure the shell to the frame
 - The Ergonomics of the en classic provides an ideal  
  seating position
 - Easy carry hole
 - Made to order

en series seating has full compliance to BS EN1729 parts 1 
& 2 with a heavy duty seat/frame interface.

The innovative contoured outer ribs maximise the shell 
strength, with a curved ‘waterfall’ front which ensures 
comfort and prevents loss of circulation in the legs. 
The chairs feature a curved seat profile to aid comfort 
and movement with exceptional ergonomics, support is 
provided to the lower back flexing naturally with the user’s 
movement.

The Classic shell is manufactured in the UK out of 100% 
polypropylene. The frame is made from high quality 
powder coated steel. At the end of the product life, the 
parts can be separated and fully recycled.

100%

100-125kg*

Compliant

*Tested to and supports 100-125kg weight safely

EN1729 parts 1 & 2

KG

KG

KG

en series

GR BL

CUSTOM

NI

RE OR YEPU SKWHWH

BK GY LI AP FU OABG
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The super strong en skid base is a stylish choice that 
helps to protect your floor.
An angled rear frame discourages tilting and tamper 
proof fasteners keep the shell securely in place.

The welded frame is made from high quality steel, 
powder coated for excellent durability. 

Where skid base chairs are used on particularly abrasive 
floors, we recommend adding a saddle foot which are 
very long lasting and help to protect the valuable flooring 
beneath.

16 colour options.

Frame code: en40

The en computer chair is a popular choice with schools 
when fitting out the latest IT suites.

Incorporating a rotating gas lift, it is available with glides, 
castors or pressure locking castors.

Simple assembly required on delivery to connect the 
seat, gas lift and base.

16 colour options, 5 Year warranty, weight limit 100kg.

en50: Castors
en51:  Glides
en52:  Locking castors

en skid base

Chrome frame 
Code: en116

Linking frame 
Code: en126

en computer chair
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The en high chair is a great accompaniment for high 
tables and science labs. 

A well positioned footrest helps offer great support for 
prolonged use. 

The angled rear legs and tamper proof fasteners mean 
it’s perfect for schools.

The welded frame is made from high quality steel, 
powder coated for excellent durability. Stacks 5 high.

16 colour options.

en70: 660mm
en71: 610mm

The super strong en high skid base chair is a stylish 
accompaniment for high tables and helps to protect your 
floor. 

A well positioned footrest helps offer great support for 
prolonged use. The angled rear frame discourages tilting 
and tamper proof fasteners keep the shell securely in 
place.

The welded frame is made from high quality steel, powder 
coated for excellent durability.

Where skid base chairs are used on particularly abrasive 
floors, we recommend adding a saddle foot which are very 
long lasting and help to protect the valuable flooring.

16 colour options.

en80: 660mm
en81: 610mm

The Furniture Industry Research Association (FIRA) were so impressed with our chair, here is what they had to say:

“This chair clearly considers all ergonomic factors for a modern classroom chair. In addition, the chair’s aesthetics 
are design led whilst maintaining exceptional value for money. FIRA have recommended that the chair is put forward 
for the schools certification scheme - for products going beyond the standard BS EN1729”

Levent Caglar, Senior Ergonomist & Head of Ergonomist & Head of Ergonomics Unit, FIRA.

en high chair

en high skid base
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en series dimensions

code seat height seat width seat depth overall height overall width overall depth weight weight limit

en12 460mm 405mm 380mm 830mm 490mm 560mm 4.5kg 125kg
en40 460mm 405mm 380mm 835mm 490mm 587mm 5.2kg 125kg
en50 390-520mm 405mm 380mm 765-895mm 585mm 585mm 7.5kg 100kg
en51 390-520mm 405mm 380mm 765-895mm 585mm 585mm 7.5kg 100kg
en52 390-520mm 405mm 380mm 765-895mm 585mm 585mm 7.5kg 100kg
en70 660mm 405mm 380mm 1035mm 475mm 531mm 5.3kg 125kg
en71 610mm 405mm 380mm 985mm 475mm 531mm 5.0kg 125kg
en80 660mm 405mm 380mm 1035mm 475mm 605mm 6.3kg 125kg
en81 610mm 405mm 380mm 985mm 475mm 605mm 6.0kg 125kg
en90 15mm 405mm 380mm 450mm 405mm 380mm 2.5kg 125kg

Features:
 - Washable
 - Lightweight and strong
 - Easy carry handle
 - Ideal posture support
 - Can be used indoors / outdoors
 - Ideal for people that work on the floor
 - Award Winner – Best Innovative Product at GESS  
  Dubai 2018
 - Finalist Education Resource Awards 2019
 - 16 colours available
 - Allows movement while sitting
 - Suitable for adults or children
 - Ideal for carpet time or floor activities
 - Made to order 

Sitting on the floor has never been a perfect sitting 
position. Uncomfortable, bad posture, no back support, 
no relaxation. Our main aim is to aid all these problems in 
this one chair.

An award winning innovative floor chair. Using the well 
respected shell of the en classic chair, the floor chairs 
offer comfort for children, and adults when involved 
in floor activities. It provides all the benefits of our en 
classic chair without the legs! Yes you have bean bags, 
mats, cushions etc. but none of these give you a stable 
sitting position. Teachers have commented that it actually 
encouraged them to sit on the floor during carpet 
activities, providing better interaction with the children on 
their level.

Floor chair code: en90

GR BL

CUSTOM

NI

RE OR YEPU SKWHWH

BK GY LI AP FU OABG

en bob
EDUCATION AWARDS

WINNERS 2018
INNOVATIVE PRODUCT - FLOOR CHAIR
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high density stacking chair

Features:
 - Stacks 32 high on trolley
 - Integral linking on all chairs
 - BS EN16139:2013 level 2 certification for severe  
  contract use
 - Black model manufactured from recycled   
  polypropylene
 - Clear polycarbonate linking feet and stacking blocks
 - 12mm tensile steel wire frame with chrome 3 plate
 - 100% recyclable

A high density stacking chair for all public buildings. The 
chair is comfortable, tough, easy to handle and arrange 
making it ideal for conferences, schools and universities, 
dining areas, common rooms and offices.
 
Strong, practical multi-purpose high density stacking chair. 
The classic sled frame is made from high tensile 12mm steel 
wire coated with chrome 3. Available in 5 colours, including 
black which is made from recycled polypropylene.

The linking feet and stacking blocks are clear polycarbonate. 
All the components that make the chair can be separated, 
identified and recycled. Up to 32 chairs can be stacked on a 
trolley 180cm high.

200kgCompliant
Tested to and supports 200kg weight safelyTested to EN 16139:2013 Level 2.

Linking

Linking feet & stacking blocks clear polycarbonate. 

KG Stacking

Stacks 32 high on trolley safely.

KG

KG

KG

high density stacking chair dimensions

code seat height seat width seat depth overall height overall width overall depth weight weight limit

DT4028 450mm 420mm 460mm 840mm 490mm 525mm 7.0kg 200kg
DT4030 450mm 420mm 460mm 840mm 490mm 525mm 7.0kg 200kg
DT4032 450mm 420mm 460mm 840mm 490mm 525mm 7.0kg 200kg
DT4034 450mm 420mm 460mm 840mm 490mm 525mm 7.0kg 200kg
DT4038 - - - 380mm 700mm 600mm - -

Midnight Blue
DT4032

Grass Green
DT4028

Traffic Black
DT4036

Soft Red
DT4030

Anthracite Grey
DT4034

DT4038
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stools

Features:
 - 5 year warranty
 - Footrest comes as standard
 - Black steel 19mm frame
 - Stacks 8 high
 - 2 sizes available
 - Made to order

The NP Rectangular Stacking Stool is ideal in science 
laboratories and arts & craft classrooms, due to its high 
stacking ability and durability.
 
An established firm favourite with schools and colleges 
throughout the UK. Four easy clean textured seat tops to 
choose from, black frame as standard.

GRBL RENI

Features:
 - 5 year warranty on the frame
 - Scuff resistant & anti-tilt feet buffers
 - Contoured wood veneer seat 
 - Complies to EN1729
 - BS EN16139:2013 level 2 certification for severe  
  contract use
 - 40 x 20mm oval fully welded grey frame
 - Stacks 3 high
 - Improved veneer beech seat

The Form™ classroom stool also makes use of scuff 
resistant & anti-tilt feet buffers to prevent damage to 
flooring and encourage safe sitting from students. Perfect 
design, with innovative stacking of stools onto tables, 
for compliance with health and safety, make this an ideal 
choice for any educational establishment. 

stool dimensions

code seat height seat width seat depth overall height overall width overall depth weight weight limit

NP610 610mm 360mm 300mm 630mm 415mm 460mm 3.3kg 125kg
NP660 660mm 360mm 300mm 680mm 415mm 460mm 3.4kg 125kg
FC4158 610mm 380mm 420mm 610mm 440mm 430mm 5.5kg 125kg

Stacking

NP stool stacks 8 high 
Form stool stacks 3 high

KG
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Standard features: (FT4106 / FT4110)
 - 600x600mm top
 -  15mm MDF top with lacquered MDF edge
 - Easy fold 18mm diameter frame
 - Metal clips hold the frame securely to prevent wobbling
 - Moulded pen groove
 - Sloping top for better ergonomics
 - 12 month warranty

FT4112
 - 600mm width x 450mm deep top

Premium features: (FT4108)
 - 600x600mm top
 - 18mm MDF top with lacquered MDF edge
 - Thicker gauge 22mm diameter legs
 - Safety bar to assist in placing the table for use and  
  stowing away for storage.
 - Moulded pen groove
 - Sloping top for better ergonomics
 - 12 month warranty

The zlite brand of folding exam desks is a market 
leader in the UK combining rapid delivery, high quality 
and competitive pricing. A number of storage options 
enhances this compact range.
 
The premium zlite folding exam desk was developed to 
satisfy market demand, for a more durable and reliable 
folding exam desk. With its Thicker gauge legs, premium 
top and innovative safety bar feature, the zlite Premium 
folding exam desk is the first choice exam desk for 
schools in the UK.

Quick delivery

Stock items can be delivered direct in 3-5 days in the UK.  
Export and outer islands may have longer lead times.

KG

GYBE

BE

BE

FT4106 FT4110

FT4108

zlite exam desk dimensions

code height  width depth weight           finish

FT4106 730mm 600mm 600mm 6.5kg Beech
FT4110 730mm 600mm 600mm 6.5kg Grey
FT4108 710mm 600mm 600mm 7.8kg Beech
FT4112 730mm 600mm 450mm 6.5kg Beech

zlite exam desks

Alternative Options
We are delighted to offer the ultra modern en core as a 
fantastic alternative to the folding exam desk.

The 600 x 600mm worktop is ideal for exams and the 
table is available in 6 different heights to suit all ages. 

It stacks 15 high within a 2 meter space and is easy to 
move making it perfect for exam halls. 
For more information, see pages 12 & 13.

en core
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code height  width depth weight           finish

FT4124
 - 25 zlite® STANDARD folding exam desk
 - 600x600mm
 - Beech
 - Plus trolley

FT4126
 - 40 Zlite® STANDARD folding exam desk
 - 600x600mm
 - Beech
 - Plus trolley

FT4124G
 - 25 zlite® STANDARD folding exam desk
 - 600x600mm
 - Grey
 - Plus trolley

FT4126G
 - 40 Zlite® STANDARD folding exam desk
 - 600x600mm
 - Grey
 - Plus trolley

FT4124A
 - 24 zlite® PREMIUM folding exam desk
 - 600x600mm
 - Beech
 - Plus trolley

FT4126A
 - 40 Zlite® PREMIUM folding exam desk
 - 600x600mm
 - Beech
 - Plus trolley

FT4120
 - Locking rubber castors
 - Holds up to 25 exam desks
 - Black frame colour
 - Dimensions W615 x L1400 x H1010mm
 - Height when loaded 1090mm
 - Weight 23.3kg (unloaded) | Weight limit 400kg

FT4122
 - Locking rubber castors
 - Holds up to 40 exam desks
 - Black frame colour
 - Dimensions W615 x L1300x H1140mm
 - Length when loaded 1920mm
 - Weight 26.1kg (unloaded) | Weight limit 400kg
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zlite folding chairs

Features:
 - 12 month warranty
 - Secure ‘wraparound’ back-fixing to the frame
 - Blue, burgundy & charcoal colours 
 - Double riveted cross-braces for strength
 - Protective feet buffers
 - Fold flat grey steel frame for compact use
 - 90mm depth when folded 

The zlite folding chair range is compact, stylish and 
affordable. This makes it the perfect folding chair option 
for guests and students, at those important school events.

The zlite brand of folding exam and event chairs are 
second to none. Launched to satisfy the most demanding 
markets.

Blue, burgundy & charcoal colours available, Grey steel 
frame for durability, Double riveted cross-braces for 
greater strength, Chair weighs just 3kg, Protective feet 
buffers, Fold flat frame ensures compact stacking and 
storage.

Linking

100kg

The fan back have an integral linking device on the legs

Tested to and supports 100kg weight safely

KG

KG

BGBL G

zlite seating dimensions

code seat height seat width seat depth overall height overall width overall depth weight weight limit

CF4050 445mm 400mm 398mm 808mm 450mm 498mm 3.4kg 100kg
CF4052 445mm 400mm 398mm 808mm 450mm 498mm 3.4kg 100kg
CF4054 445mm 400mm 398mm 808mm 450mm 498mm 3.4kg 100kg 
CF4026 445mm 400mm 398mm 880mm 445mm 550mm 3.5kg 100kg
CF4028 445mm 400mm 398mm 880mm 445mm 550mm 3.5kg 100kg
CF4030 445mm 400mm 398mm 880mm 445mm 550mm 3.5kg 100kg

CF4026

CF4028

CF4030

CF4050

CF4054

CF4052
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zlite package deals
CF4080BL/BG/G
 - 60 Zlite® STRAIGHT back folding chair
 - Blue / burgundy / grey
 - Plus trolley

CF4060BL/BG/G
 - 40 Zlite® STRAIGHT back folding chair
 - Blue / burgundy / grey
 - Plus trolley

CF4036BL/BG/G
 - 60 Zlite® FAN BACK back folding chair
 - Blue / burgundy / grey
 - Plus trolley

CF4048BL/BG/G
 - 40 Zlite® FAN BACK back folding chair
 - Blue / burgundy / grey
 - Plus trolley

CF4036 Hanging Trolley
 - Height when loaded 1340mm
 - Dimensions W780 x L1770 x H1100mm
 - Castor Diameter 100mm
 - Weight - 37.1kg
 - Weight limit 400kg
 - Assembly required

CF4038 Flat bed Trolley
 - Dimensions W490 x L1100 x H90/1165mm
 - Castor Diameter 100mm
 - Weight 17kg
 - Weight limit 300kg
 - Assembly required
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Grade tables

Top colours

Frame colours

Features:
 - 5 year warranty
 - Available in MDF or PU Edge
 - 32mm diameter stylish round frame leg
 - Durable fully welded light grey frame
 - 18mm MDF top
 - HPDL fire resistant board
 - EN1729 compliant
 - Beech, Grey, White and Acacia top
 - Distance from leg to leg 1090mm
 - Made to order

Grade fully welded classroom tables are delivered on 
time and when you require them. The Grade tables are an 
excellent choice for the modern classroom.

With a choice of 4 top colours and 2 frame colours 
the range can fit into any classroom colour scheme, 
complemented with our stunning range of seating options 
the grade tables are an ideal choice. 

Colours

Top and frame colour options available

KG

GY

GY

BE

AN

AC WH

code table height table width table depth distance between legs frame diameter overall weight 

GR126* 460-760mm 1200mm 600mm 1090mm 32mm round 10.3kg 
GR126PU* 460-760mm 1200mm 600mm 1090mm 32mm round 10.3kg 

Compliant
Tested to EN1729

KG
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terms & conditions www.spaceforme.co.uk

These conditions shall apply to all contracts for the sale of Goods by the Seller (Spaceforme) to the Buyer to the exclusion of all other terms or conditions 
which the Buyer may purport to apply under any purchase order, confirmation of order or similar document.
 
1. FREE DELIVERY
• All orders over £500.00 excluding VAT are delivered free to England
• Wales and the following Scottish postcodes (FK, KY, G, EH, ML, KA, PA1-19, DG and TD)
• For orders under £500.00 we charge a delivery fee of £35.00 per order. 
• We may part deliver your order but this will be notified by email when the order is placed.
• Deliveries are made to ground floor only unless specifically agreed otherwise. 
• Deliveries are by a third party courier within the pallet network and are curb-side delivered.
• It is the customer’s responsibility to remove or dispose of any packaging, including the wooden pallet itself.
• All Scotland Postcodes except FK, KY, G, EH, ML, KA, PA1-19, DG and TD are priced on application 
• Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland and European/worldwide deliveries are all prices on application 
 
2. RETURNS
Returns of correctly delivered items will be subjected to a 25% restocking charge plus a pallet collection charge. The items must be unused and in saleable 
condition and this applies only to our stocked items; en one chairs, en core tables, zlite folding exam desks, zlite folding chairs and Form stools. A number of 
the Spaceforme products are manufactured specifically to your order requirements we can only accept these goods back if they are faulty and for no other 
reason.
 
3. CANCELLATIONS
Goods cancelled after dispatch or refused at delivery point without a valid reason will be subject to a 25% re-stocking fee for stock items (i.e. zlite range) 
and manufactured items will be charged at 100% order value unless agreed otherwise. A pallet return delivery charge will also apply to any post-dispatch 
cancellations
 
Goods cancelled prior to dispatch as long as they are not custom orders can be cancelled without any fees as long as a valid cancellation reason has been 
provided. We reserve the right to charge for goods that have been cancelled if production has already begun on the order.
 
4. CLAIMS FOR SHORTAGES OR DAMAGE
Any shortage or damage must be reported to the driver immediately. If signed for as unchecked any discrepancies must be notified within 3 days of delivery, 
otherwise no claims can be entertained.
 
5. DELIVERY TIMES
Although every effort will be made to fulfil delivery dates, no liability arising from delay due to any other party is accepted by Spaceforme. We would advise 
you to order early with specific delivery times to avoid disappointment. We recommend that you do not dispose of your old furniture until the new furniture 
has been delivered. In order for us to be able to make any deliveries during School holidays, it is imperative that full access and contact details are supplied 
well in advance to allow scheduling. Please notify us of any relevant school opening and closing times during holiday periods with your order. 
 
6. PRICES
All prices shown exclude VAT and are correct at date of print. Whilst we will endeavour to maintain catalogue prices, in the event of raw material cost 
increases or exchange rate fluctuations beyond our control we reserve the right to review prices. We will endeavour to keep any changes to a minimum and 
you will be notified at the time of ordering the items in question.
 
7. COLOUR REPRODUCTION
Every reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the colour reproduction in the literature is accurate, however due to print limitations there may be 
some colour variations. Every care is taken to ensure consistency of colour but due to the manufacturing processes, there may be a slight variation between 
different batches.
 
8. NEW ACCOUNTS AND PAYMENT
Fully government-funded organisations can open an immediate account. All other organisations, companies, or companies working for Government-funded 
organisations need a credit application approved before any orders on account can be accepted. Accounts are strictly 30 days net monthly terms and credit 
limits will vary dependent on relevant credit checks. The first three orders on new accounts will always be carried out on a pro forma basis. In opening a credit 
account the buyer guarantees to pay all monies as they fall due. 
 
If the Buyer does not adhere to the agreed credit period of 30 days, or if the circumstances of the Buyer change, then the Seller reserves the right to 
immediately withdraw the credit account and all outstanding monies will fall due. 
 
9. WARRANTY 
All our products have a warranty against manufacturing and material defects. Please see individual products for the duration the goods are guaranteed. In 
the event that damages occur due to a manufacturing fault, Spaceforme will either fix or replace the product free of charge. An image of the fault must be 
emailed to sales@ spaceforme.co.uk so that a solution can be ascertained. 
 
Exclusions: 
The warranty doesn’t apply to product failure or loss resulting from the following;
- Normal wear and tear inc. wear items such as chair feet/bungs 
- Damage caused by cleaning chemicals 
- Alterations/modifications made to the products 
- Rust/corrosion caused by not completely drying the products after cleaning or exposing to moisture 
- Damage occurred through abuse, misuse or accident 
- Failure to maintain products according to the Spaceforme instructions and guidelines 
 
The en series chairs are designed for daily use within a classroom or public facility, up to a maximum of 8 hours per day.
 
The Form and Grade range of classroom furniture is designed for daily use within a classroom, up to a maximum of 8 hours per day. 
 
The zlite folding table and chairs are designed to be used as event or special occasion furniture, (e.g. school exams) up to a maximum of 8 hours per day. The 
storage trolleys are designed for indoor use only and should only be used to store zlite products within the intended capacity limit.
 
10. GUARANTEE BY THE BUYER
The Buyer guarantees that they will use any money received by the Buyer for goods supplied by Spaceforme to pay Spaceforme in full at the earliest 
opportunity. If for any reason whatsoever Spaceforme is not paid by the Buyer, and if the Buyer is a limited company, then the Directors of the limited 
company will remain personally liable for the Guaranteed Obligations as if they were a principal debtor.
 
11. RISK AND PROPERTY
Risk of damage to or loss of Goods passes to the Buyer immediately once Spaceforme have tendered delivery.
Property in the Goods remains with Spaceforme until it has been paid in full (cash or cleared funds) for all the goods sold and delivered to the Buyer, or the 
Buyers specified delivery address.
 
For so long as property in the Goods remains with Spaceforme, the Buyer holds the goods as Spaceforme fiduciary agent and bailee. The rights and remedies 
of Spaceforme in these Terms and Conditions are in addition to and without prejudice to all its other rights and remedies.
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